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1. I ntboduotion
Experimental studios on atomic collision processes are as old as the discovery 
o f  the electrical discharges in gases. HoB'over, in the first stage o f the systematic 
study, experimental data on outershell excitation and ionisation were accumulated 
with the projectile ion beam not usually ^lass analysed. In a later period o f this 
stage mass analysed ion beam was used.' Tlie use o f an electromagnetic isotope 
separator as a low energy accelerator producing 10-100 keV mass analysed ion 
beam was initiated by Kisteniaker and his group lor outer shell ioidsation and 
excitation experiments (Karmohapatro 197(5, Van Eck et al 1962, Van Eck and 
Kistemaker 1960, Sluyters 1959, de Heer 1966).
In recent years, more sophisticated experimental methods (Massey and Gil- 
body, 1974) like velocity selection using rotating slotted discs, merging beam and 
crossed beam techniques have been introduced for increasing sensitivity o f detec­
tion, eliminating background effects, attaining high angular resolution and for 
obtaining results for ions o f  energy as low as in the electron volt region. The 
experiments have been extended to heavy ion induced inner shell ionisation with 
X -ray emission and to  study the channeling phenomena due to impact o f lieavy 
ions in solids. Beam foil spectroscopy, ion scattering spectrometry and 
secondary ion mass spectrometry are modern techniques for studying the 
gaseous and solid atoms or molecules. The methods reveal unending fundamental 
phenomenon in atomic physics.
Machines like a small accelerator, a laboratory isotope separator or a con­
ventional mass spectrometer are th(' soui (j(\s for mouoencrgetic ions handled by 
the experimentalists.
In the present paper we shall describe a few experiments on atomic collisions 
which reveal the interference effects and channeling phenomena. The foimer 
is a quantum mechanical effect tlepicting the wave nature o f atoms and mole­
cules and the latter is based on a classical concept with an extensive application 
in solid state physios. Both the phenomena help us to obtain new findings in the 
fundamental behaviour o f  atomic collisions in gases and solids.
2. Intrkferen ce  effects
(i) Rainbow scattering
In elastic collisions between atoms or molecules, rainbow spattering is a 
phenomenon compared to the optical rainbows. In figure 1, the geometry of
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light rays in a raindrop forming rainbows are shown. W ith the increase o f  the 
miss distance r, the angle o f  the emergent light rays deerease to a minimum Or 
and then increases as r is further increased. The formation o f  a primary rainbow 
is explained without even the wave concept o f light as done by Descartes with the 
geometry shown in figure I . Light rays undergoing two or more internal reflec­
tions produce secondary or higher order ranbows in the same way. However, 
for details o f the primary or secondary rainbows, a wave description is necessary, 
since rainbow angle is dependent upon the refractive index o f water for light and 
the outer edges are less intense than what Descartes theory predicts. In optical
Fig. 1. Trajectories of light rays in a raindrop producing a rainbow.
rainbows, the interference effects produce supernumery rainbows inside the 
primary or secondary rainbow. The situation arises when two light rays emerg­
ing at the same angle enter two different points corresponding and in figure 
1, they traverse slightly different amounts o f water resulting in a phase difference. 
Depending on whether they are out o f  step by half a wave length or a full wave 
length, there will be fringes in the light intensity. The spacing between the two 
maxima o f  such rainbows depends on the wavelength o f light and the diameter 
o f  the water drop. The spacing is greater for a smaller drop with a distinct maxima 
o f a supernumery rainbow different from the primary one.
In figure 2, trajectories in the atomic scattering shown can be compaied 
with fig. 1. The repulsive core is the dark circle surrounded by a sphere o f  attrac­
tion. Between these two spheres Or is the minimum deflection angle called rain­
bow angle. The scattered particles appear in more quantities near Or than nearby 
angles. So the intensity as a function o f  0 shows a maxima at Or jneducing the 
rainbow structure similar to optical phenomena. Or gives a direct measure o f 
€, the well depth o f tlxc interaction potential shown in figure 3.
In view' o f the classical theory, there will be a sharp spike o f intensity at Or
superposed on a background of small angle attractive scatterings by the outer
odgo o f tJio intoratomio pot ontia]. The large angle scatterings cine to repulsive core 
are weak and in an experiment both the repulsive and attractive scatterings in 
negative and positive angles can not be distinguished. Thus both types of tlie 
scattered particles will bo superposed.
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Fig. 2. Trajectories of atom.s in a rainbow scattering in atomic collisions. The hatched circle 
is tho repulsive core surrouded by a sphere of attraction in the target atom producing 
a minimum deflection at an angle Of, the rainbow angle.
But the wave nature of atoms predicts the interference effect, between 
the particles scattered duo to the attractive ami repulsive potentials resulting in
Fig. 3. Typical atomic potential anergy with separation Bm at which atoms repel each other 
and the depth of potential well e.
a supemumery rainbow in tlie primary one, as in the optical phenomena. The 
maxima between such two supornumery rainbows depend on the length of the 
scattering potential R (figure 3) similar to the dependence of such maxima on 
the size of the raindrop in case of optical phenomana.
Many experiments have been carried out for collisions of alkali metal atoms 
with noble gases, Hg-alkali atoms or from molecules such as HBr and CCI4 and 
the interference effects have been observed. We show^  here some experiments 
as an example in confirmation of the theoretical effects we have described. Figure 
4 shows the rainbow effect with 1.(primary) 2.(secondary) 3. (tertiary) maxima
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Fig. 4.
Anale of scattering 0 C decrees)
Angular distribution for scattering of Na by Hg with low resolution showing 1. 
Primary, 2. Secondary and 3. Tertiary rainbow maxima. (Hundhausen and Pauly
1964)
observed by Hundhausen and Pauly (1964) using a crossed beam technique for 
scattering of Na by Hg. Figure 5 shows the results with an apparatus with 
increased resolution for scattering of Na by Xe observed by Barwig et al (1966). 
The curves show distinct finite structures of supemumery rainbows both in the 
primary and secondary ones.
(ii) Nuclear symmetry effect
Aberth et al (1965) report the observation o f an interference effect appearing 
only in collisions involving identical nuclei with rainbow scattering. Here it is 
impossible to distinguish experimentally between a glancing collision that scat­
ters the incident ions through an angle 6 and a knock on collision with resonant
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charge exchange that scaiiors the target as an ion lo the detector at tJie same 
angle 0,
Angle of scattering 0  (degrees)
Fig. 5. Angular distribution multiplipcl by 0^ '^  for a oloar exposition of the supornumory 
.structure in tho primary and secondary rainbows observed for scattering ()f Na by 
by Xo with increased resolution. (Barwig et nl 1966).
Classically tho two processes involve contributions from very different regions 
o f impact parameter and the observed cross-sections should be the sum of the two. 
Quantally an interference between the two processes is expected leading to secon­
dary oscillations in *He++He, Such secondary oscillations are absent in *He 
+®He (Figure 6).
(iii) Cflory effect
An optical glory effect is observed when a strongly forward or backward 
scattering o f light occurs. A forward glory effect causes interference with the 
other forward trajectories determining the size o f the scatterer or the total cross- 
section, Classically it is expected that the total crossection should smoothly 
decrease with increasing energy, since more energetic particles passing closer to 
the target are not appreciably deflected.
But some of the particles colliding with target anyhow are scattered without 
any deflection. These are the forward and glory trajectories shown in figure 7. 
An interference pattern is produced by those trajectories with tho grazing ones. 
The glory trajectory has a phase difference causing the interference effect.
In one o f the experiments, Bothe et al (1962) used a velocity selector and 
hot wire detector with mass spectrograph to measure the total crosrection of i
colUding in Xe as a functimr of relative velocity. Figure 8 shows the results o 
the experiment exhibiting glory effect superposed on the smoothly varying curve
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of avorago crosssecciou Q. In tlio same fitutc, tlu* dashed curve illustrates the 
glory effect predicted by theory based on a potential of the form
(1)
12 *24 36 48
Scattering angle (C,M. system) (deg)
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Fig. 6. Differential elastic orosaaeotion I{0) per unit solid angle for He+-He colliaiona at 600 eV 
incident energy. Calculated by Marcbi and Smith (1965) 000 observed by Aberth 
et al (1966),
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Grazing trajectory 
-Glory trajectory
Fig. 7. Furwanj ami (jlory Trajool.oi'ies lor /-q anti ry n‘s}x‘ctivi‘ly and llm is llio separation at 
which atoms rojjoal (‘acli other.
where /  is a suitable function and j>uttiiig ?i — 12 in one of its forms suggested 
by Lennard-Jones (1924)
b 1 n \
/(» )  = n—iS x''^  a;**’
.. . (2)
Relative velocity(m/s)
Fig. 8. (Jloiy (jffect in Jn*Xo collisions 000 oxperirnontal — theoretical {Kotlie H at 1902). 
and with
e =  2.01 X 10"^  ^ergs and R  — 5.2b X 10*  ^cm
In figure 8 the solid curve Q is calculated Avith the saim^  interaction.
The scattering due to attractive potential is doteiminod by
•ZneJimIhr > 1  — ( )^
where v is the relative velocity. Taking the repulsivts core to he ahstml. and the 
only Van dor Waals attraction,— (O/r®) is actix'o wo have
O
(2’  t o )' w
of
Due to the presence of the repulsive core the total cross section Q is the sum
C+AQ ... (5)
where ... (6)
and AQ is an oscillatory structure as a function of v, Von Busch et al (1907) carried 
on an experiment to determine the variation o f AQjQ defined in (5) for collision 
of Na with Xenon. Figure 9 shows the oscillating structure due to the inter­
ference effect in glory phenomena observed in the same atomic collisions.
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Relative velocity(m/s)
Fig. 9. IQ versus v for Na and Xenon collisions showing glory oscillation
(Von Bush et al 1967).
(iv) Resonant charge transfer process
A new line o f experiments was initiated by Everhart and his group with an 
experiment on the angular distribution o f scattered ions. In one o f these experi­
ments they for the first time observed interference fringes in symmetric ion atom 
charge transfer scattering as a function of energy at fixed angle and later as a 
function o f angle at fixed energy. The oscillating pattern represents an inter­
ference between even (g) and odd (u) electronic states o f molecular ion system. 
Pig 10 shows the apparatus used by Ziemba and Everhart (1959) for studies of 
the angular distribution of the scattered primary ions in the fast atomic collisions. 
Figure 11 shows a comparison of the observed value o f Pfr> probability o f charge 
transfer of H+ in H and the values calculated by the pseudostate expansion method.
The observed values of Ftr is notable in the sense that it instead o f oscillating 
between 0 and 1 oscillates with damping duo to interference between gerade and 
ungerade states o f ion.
A large number o f experiments with various pi'ojectiles and targets confiim 
the interference effect in resonant charge transfer process.
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Ion
Kig. lU. A})paj*atus ubocI by Ziernba and Evc^harl (1959) for inoasuring angular distribution 
lu Kesonant chargo traiisfei* proooss, S<;atioriiig rhambtM* T, defining apperturc* 
A, collimating apertures Si, Sg, electrostatic analyser E. Faraday cage for 
detecting primary beam, D, Multiplier, M and Faraday case, F for recording the 
charge states from 0 to 7. Particles scattered at B.
Incident proton erterSir(keV)
Fig. 11. p£^  vs incident proton energy for H*-H charge transfer at a scatterihg angle 3^
the laboratory system ...oxpt;—theory. (Helbig and Everhart 19651.
3
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Erickson and Smith (1975) observed a similar interference effect in the charge 
transfer collisions between low energy He^, Nc**, as projectiles and Pb
or Gk) eiystal as targets by ion scattering spectrometry (ISS). Fig. 12 shows 
^He+ ion yield versus ion energy for colliding with Pb and Gej’manium. In 
the charge transfer model H e ' and the surface atom form a quasi-molecular stae, 
when the incident ion captures an electron of the surface atom and is neutralised. 
Such neutralisation results in a decrease in He  ^ ion yield detected by ISS. The 
oscillatory structure in Fig 12 is due to interference between the electronic states 
o f molecular ion.
0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
PRIMARY ION ENERGY (keV)
Fig. 12. Charge transfer of ^He+ with Pb and Ge detected by ISS (Erickson and Smith 1975).
The above charge t nmsftu- l)cing asymmetric i.o. A 4  B A-t 4-ii'iid. for this 
quasi-resonant charge transfer the initial-state and final-stale electronic energies 
bo nearly degenerate. For rf-ele(;trou energy levels o f Pb and Ge being ~ J 0 e v  
and l.P. o f He being 24.6 ev, the above condition is satisfied. For elements with 
greater energy separation no oscillatory structure is observed. Tolk tt al (1976)
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raeasurofl the relative intensity of 4He+ as a function 1 Jv for several scattering; 
angles 6 for Pb and GaP target in the energy range 200-3000 oV <^ f He+. The 
results show that the intensity of scattered He+ oscillates as a function of incident 
energy in agreement with the obvservations of Erickson and Smith (1975). A 
semi-quantitative model o f the process worked ont by Tolk et al (1976) predicts 
the phase difference betwtien the two electronic states of the molecular ion to be 
A(p =  {2ltiv) < E R >  ... (7)
From the experimental results the value of <K R >  is extracted to bo 17,7 
and 23.5 ov A for He on Pb and GaP respect ivedy. The numbers may be compar'd 
to the estimates 22 and 19 ev A found by calculations based on the approximate 
exchange splitting with Slater type functions of the appropriate symmetry and 
binding energy (Tolk et al (1976) Ref. 6).
(v) Total charge fravsfer and excitation . e^ctiom
Similar to the glory oscillations in the elastic atomic collissions, an interesting 
foat.ure o f oscillatory sti ucture reveals in the measurements of alkali ion atom 
total charge transfer croassections as a function of incident ion energy observed 
by Perel et al (1965a, b), Marino (1966), Perel and Yahiku (1967), Daley and Perel
(1969), Perel et al (1969). The oscillations are superposed on a smoothly varying 
curve and are regularly spaced with 1/?; of the ions and their amplitude increases 
with ion energy for both the symmeiiic and asymmetric charge transfer collisions. 
Smith (1966) showed that for symmetric charge transfer collisions such oscillat,ons 
can be explained, when the potential dfference between gerado and ungerade 
states o f the quasi molecule passes through a maximum. In figure 13, the results
Fig. 13. Total charge transfer crossseetion cr as a function of Ijv for collision. Mj,
Mg and I  c^ re theoretical curves (see text).
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o f  Qtve of the experjme(QtB with a orossed beam teohixique by Daley smA Fenel 
()Sifi9) Bxe given Bhowmg oscihationB of total charge transfer oroBsaections for 
JLi as a funotion of inverse velocity. In the same figure M i  and Jf^ are the 
curves given %  comparison obtained by MoMxlan (1971) and oidcmiated on the 
basis nf an ;^|Cjpansion in two state and three state approximation lespaotively of 
the molq^ular eigenfiinction whereas I  is the curve obtained by Dewaiagan (1974) 
based on the expansion of the atomic eigen functions in the two state theory. 
Fig. 14 (Dewangan 1974) shows the anomaly in the charge transfer probability
JHig. 14. Total charge transfer probability P(Ro) a function of the impact parameter Ro 
for Li+-Li collision for two values of (a) 10.2 a.u. (b) 13.2 a.u.
P(lto) for Li+-Li as a function of impact parameter, (a) for l/i? == 10.2 a.u‘ and 
(b) fof 1/r 13.2 a.u. In (a) two oscillations are merged to give a broad ano-
maloqs oscillation near the stationary point Eq =  4.4 of X(Sq) which contributes 
to an oscillation maximum in the total orosssection. The anomalous oscillation 
in (b) around Eq =  4.4 contributes to an oscillation minimum in the total cross- 
sections. Here
P(i?o) =  8mS (8)
in whioli =  T (9)
with
where
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XT{R)= ... (10)
H'fi = I f f*  II’tJfidT ... (11)
H'ii =  /  f t*  H'ftdb ... (12)
R =z 1 ff* ffd r  — f  f t*  f f  dr ... (13)
Where H is the interaction Hamptonian, xjfi and \}ff are wave functions of 
the initial and final states respectively. Dewangan et al (1972a, 19721>) hav(^  cal­
culated Li"^—Li and Na+—Na charge ^transfer crosssection well agreeing to the 
experimental results by Perel et (il (196$) and Daley and Perel (1967) respectively. 
Lichten (1965) points out the similarity between the oscillations in the total 
charge transfer crosssectjions and those observed in the resonant electron capture 
probability (Ziemba el al 1960) due to an interference effect, as discussed in sec 4.
Zavilopulo ef al (1973) investigated the total excitation and charge transfer 
orosssections for Mg+—Rb and Mg”^ -Cs collisions in the energy range 4-1000 oV.
The two inelastic channels are
Mg^+Eb*(*/•3/2)^-1.59«^ ... (14)
* \  Mg*(4*.fifi)+Rb++1 ,«4 V ... (15)
^  Mg++C8*(62P3/3)+] .46 eV ... (16)
\  Mg*(4»/Si)+Cs++1.36eF ... (17)
and in Mg^—Cs
Fig 15(i) shows the extrema for both transitions o f the Rb atom (A == 7800A) 
and Mg atom (A =  5184A) arc equidistant with a period — 8.5 x  10-® sec/cm 
and they are in counterphase satisfying the law of conservation of the total pro­
bability o f papulation of the levels o f the quasi-molecule Mg’^ Rb. Similar effect is 
produced in case o f Mg^—Cs shown in Fig. 15(ii) along with a new feature o f two 
regular periods o f the oscillations o f the total level excitation crosssections.
Anderson et al (1974) performed experiments to measure excitation and charge 
transfer crosssection for ions ranging from Li"^  to Al*^  as projectiles with energies 
varying from 0.1 to 15 KeV using No as the target. Interference between direct 
excitation and charge transfer collision channels leading to regular oscillations, 
180  ^out o f phase have been observed in N*^ —Ne, O’**—Ne, Na"**—Ne and Ne
systems.
3. Channeling Phenomena
W b«n a &8t ion beam collides with a single crystal, the repulsive potential 
o f  the atom s o f  the orystal directs the ions o f  suitable energy and direction o f
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Fig. 15. (i)Ia) relative crosssoctioiis Q for th(' excitation of the A ^  5184A Mg lint) (light 
circles) and A ^  780oA Kb line (dark circles) plotted against 1/v. b) Term scheme 
of the quasimolocule Mg’ Kb (ii) a) Kclativo cross sections for the excitation of the 
Ca line A — 8512A (dark circles) and A =  6184A Mg line (light circles) against 1/?\ 
b) Term scheme of the quasimolocule (Mg^Cs).
incidence through the open channel o f the crystal acting like an open tube suf­
fering minimal energy loss due to successive small angle scattering. The pheno­
mena is classically explained by the theory of Lindhard et al (1963). A sort of 
simple focussing of ions exists in the more open channels o f a crystal and an assisted 
focussing in the less open ones. Here, we present a few experimental results on 
the influence of channeling on the sputtering o f single crystals by ions and back 
scattering o f ions by single crystals. For further references and critical discus­
sions on the details reference may be made to Gemmel (1974), Morgan (1973) 
and Dearneley (1973).
(i) SpuMering
When atoms of a single crystal are sputtered by fast ions, a part o f the ion 
beam is channeled through the crystal and another part is random or nonaligned 
beam responsible for sputtering. Using the ion beam of Ar+, Kr+ and Xe+ from 
an electromagnetic isotope separator, a monocrystalline silver was sputtered and 
the yield was compared with the yield calculated on the model given by Ond,erde-» 
linden (1966) based on the channeling theory o f Lindhard (1966),
Fig 16 shows tho comparison ol the measured sputtering yield (Bhattacharpi 
and Karmohapatro 1974) for normally incident Ai  ^ ions on (111) and (100) x\g 
crystals as a function of ion energy with the calculated yield from the theory lor 
throe values ol X^, the thickness ol'the layer important foi* sputUuing. Influence 
ol channeling on the sputt(M-iug phenomejia is ju-ominent; in the A\ork by Di^ y ct al
(1970), Basu et al (1971) and Onderdelinden (1968).
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V cm/scc
Fig. 15(ii). Sputtering yield S ol* Ag crystals as a function of energy of the colliding ions Ar' .
Experimental points arc compared with theory for three values of X q------60A;
9oA; —75k.
In a second experiment by Bhattacharya (1974) the sputtered atoms wore 
collected from single crystals on a quartz plate. Visible deposits showing orienta­
tion dependent patterns were lound to form i»n tbe plate after an irradiation ol 
about 16 minutes with 20;tA beam. Fig 17a sh()ws the experimental setup and 
the orientation depoudcnco of the dejwsition. Fig 17b shows the spots o f the 
pattern due to < 1 0 0 >  and <11U> axis o f a Ag (111) crystal norma! to the ion 
beam (Bhattacharya cl itl 1975). A mierodonsitxnncU>r plot ol the <leposit j>at- 
tem o f Fig. 17b gives the relative iutousities and vddths o f the <110>  and <100>  
spots shown in Pig 18. The wider peak C in Fig 18 confirms the classical model 
o f  an assisted lens focussing by four atoms fomiing a ring which is weaker than 
ohe simple focussing in < 1 1 0 >  axis ol a Ag (111) eiystul.
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Fig. 16. Experimental set up for obtaining the deposit of the sputtered atoms and the 
orientation dependence of the deposit pattern.
8 I
»-u
¥
i n •
Fig. 17a. Experimental set up for obtaining the deposit of the sputtered atoms and the 
orientation dependenoe of the deposit pattern.
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Fig. 17b. f*omaAgaU)erystulbo.„bar.ledby
Fig, 18. Reproduction of a miciodonsi tome ter respoiiso for tho widtha ol the <^11U> and 
< 1 0 0 >  Hputs at B and C in Fig. 17b.
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ig. 19. Experimental set up for back scattering experiment on Ag flOO) crystal.
Fig. 20. (a) Yield o f back scattered ions from Ag (100) with four minima 
(b) Yield o f back scattered ions from Ag (111) crystal with three minima.
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(ii) Back scMering
Whonevor an onorgetio ion beam enters a low index diroet.ion of a single crystal 
the back scattered current shows minima due to channeling. We reproduce here 
an experiment showing the influenco of channeling on T>he back scattering of 
ions done by Bhattacharyya and Karmohapatro (1973). Fast ions from an EMIS 
collides on a silver (100) crystal at an angle 45° with its plane. Fig 19 shows 
the experimental arrangement of the set up of the crystal showing rotation given 
in course o f expeiiment with fixed 0 — 46°. Fig 20a shows the yield of the back 
scattered ions witli four pronounced miniTna for the alignment of f)the ion beam 
with the < 1 1 0 >  direction for four values of <j> in one full rotation, because of the 
four fold symmetry of an f.c.c. crystal witli, respect to its <100> axis.
Fig. 20(b) shows throe pronounced minima for the back scattered ion beam 
aligned with the < 1 10> direction for tliroe values in one rotation, because of the 
t.hroo fold symmetry of an f.c.c. crystal with respect to its <111> axis, when 
in a second experimenl one Ag (111) crystal is placed as a target with 0 tr- 35.3° 
witli incident ion beam and the yield of the back scattered ions is measured.
4. Conclusions
It may bo mentioned that the atomic collision phenomena reveals many 
fundamental aspects of physics not even guessed earlier. Recent experiments 
tend to focuss our attention to a broader field of physics of gases and solids cover­
ing the disciplines like plasma physics and solid state physics. When nuclear 
physics or high energy physics experiments unveil many unknown facts, atomic 
collision experiments give us details of the known area of physics and add a new 
dimension for the future experiments.
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